Robust biofilm assay for quantification and high throughput screening applications.
Bacterial biofilms are populations of bacteria within a self-produced adherent extracellular matrix that are notoriously resistant to treatment. Existing methods for biofilm quantification are often limited in their dynamic range of detection (signal-to-background), throughput, and require modifications to the protocol depending on the bacterial species. To address these limitations, a broad utility, high-throughput (HTP) method was required. Using a fluorescent dye, FM1-43, we stained the biofilm, followed by solvent extraction and quantitation of biofilm employing a fluorescent plate reader. Utilizing eight different bacterial pathogens, we demonstrate that this method is widely applicable for biofilm quantification. Depending on the species, this biofilm assay offered a large dynamic range of 8-146 fold change compared to 2-22 fold for crystal violet staining under similar conditions. In addition to routine biofilm quantification using this new assay, as a proof-of-concept, 1200 compounds were screened against two different bacterial species to identify biofilm inhibitors. In our HTP screens we successfully identified compounds rifabutin and ethavarine as potential biofilm inhibitors of Burkholderia pseudomallei Bp82 and Acinetobacter baumannii biofilm production respectively. This newly validated biofilm assay is robust and can be readily adapted for antibiofilm screening campaigns and can supplant other less sensitive and low throughput methods.